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Planning Opinion Report
Friday Harbour Resort Inc– Hotel Relocation and Related ZBLAs

April 2021

Executive Summary
This Planning Opinion Report is provided in connection with requested Amendments to
the Town of Innisfil Zoning Bylaw 029-05 to:
•

Permit the relocation of the Resort Hotel site and zone from the west end of the
Marina basin’s Boardwalk (“Site A” in Figure A) to its east end (“Site B”);

•

At Site A, replace the current Resort Recreational Hotel Commercial (RRHC)
Zone with a new High Density Resort Residential 3-1 (HDRR3-1) Zone to permit
the ~250 unit “Sunseeker” building, with a minimum height of two storeys and a
maximum height of six storeys. Amendment to the Bylaw’s Phase 2 and 3
provisions is also sought, to permit the development of “Sunseeker” building as
part of Phase 2;

•

At Site B, replace the current Resort Recreational Commercial (RRC) and High
Density Resort Residential 3 (HDRR3) Zones with the Resort Recreational Hotel
Commercial (RRHC) Zone to permit the Hotel use, and a High Density Resort
Residential 2-2 (HDRR2-2) Zone to permit both Hotel and mid-rise apartment
uses, with a height permission for five storeys for the resort residential use.

•

Modify the provision common to the HDRR2 and RRHC Zones requiring that “Any
storey above the fourth storey shall be setback a minimum of 1.5 m from the
storey below.” to allow design flexibility in addressing differing site contexts,
including in the new HDRR3-1 Zone.

The zones subject of the requested amendments and the zoning by-law’s Schedule “B”
Land Use plan as proposed to be amended are illustrated in Figures A and B below. Figure
B also shows a re-arrangement of Sun Reef Avenue at Site B in order to dedicate the
waterfrontage to pedestrian rather than vehicular use and maintain access to future
development in the Beach Club area to the south.
The report describes the planning approvals being requested and their rationale in the
context of resort user’s experience and parking, traffic and servicing capacities. It then
evaluates the extent to which the proposed Amendments conform to the Resort
Secondary Plan and higher level planning instruments, policies and objectives.
The report concludes that approval of the requested Amendments to Zoning Bylaw 02905 and the development forms it would permit can proceed without impact to resort users
and infrastructure, conforms to the Town Official Plan including the Resort Secondary
Plan as well as County and Provincial policy , and represents good planning in the public
interest. The Amendments are hence recommended for approval by Council of the Town
of Innisfil.
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Figure A: Marina District Sites Subject of the Proposed Amendments Showing Current Zones

Figure B: Subject Sites Showing Proposed Zones and Road Fabric
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1.0
Introduction
1.1

Purpose

This report is submitted in connection with an application to amend the Town of Innisfil
By-Law No. 029-05 – The Zoning By-law (ZBL) for the Big Bay Point Resort Secondary
Plan Lands, as amended. Its purpose is to describe the facts, reasoning and opinions
supporting the conclusion that approving the requested application (the “Amendment”
and/or the “Application”) conforms to and is consistent with applicable provincial and
municipal policy and plan documents and implements good planning in the public
interest.
As expanded upon in the pages to follow, the subject application seeks to amend the
ZBL for the lands now known as Friday Harbour Resort to:
•

Permit the relocation of the Resort Hotel site and zone from the west end of the
Boardwalk (“Site A” in Figure 1) to its east end (“Site B”);

•

At Site A, replace the current Resort Recreational Hotel Commercial (RRHC)
Zone with a new High Density Resort Residential 3-1 (HDRR3-1) Zone to permit
the ~250 unit “Sunseeker” building, with a minimum height of two storeys and a
maximum height of six storeys. Amendment to the Bylaw’s Phase 2 and 3
provisions is also sought, to permit the ~250 unit “Sunseeker” building to be
developed as part of Phase 2;

•

At Site B, replace the current Resort Recreational Commercial (RRC) and High
Density Resort Residential 3 (HDRR3) Zones with the Resort Recreational Hotel
Commercial (RRHC-1) Zone to permit the Hotel use, and the High Density Resort
Residential 2-2 (HDRR2-2) Zone to permit both Hotel and mid-rise apartment
uses, with a height permission for five storeys for the resort residential use. The
Zoning Bylaw map Schedule B that would result from these amendments is
shown in Figure 2. The figure also shows a re-arrangement of Sun Reef Avenue
which does not require a zoning bylaw amendment. This is to dedicate the
waterfrontage to pedestrian rather than vehicular use and maintain access to
future development in the Beach Club area to the south.

The application also proposes modifications to the ZBL provision regulating building
setbacks for buildings higher than four storeys in the proposed HDRR3-1 (Site A) and
HDRR2-2 and RRHC (Site B) Zones to clarify its interpretation as it would affect these
two sites.
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The proposed form of Zoning Bylaw Amendment is provided at Appendix 1. As
described below, the proposed Amendments conform to the Secondary Plan for the
resort and governing Official Plans, are consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement
and conform to or do not conflict with the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe and the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan. The Amendments represent good
planning in the public interest and are recommended for approval by Council of the
Town of Innisfil.

Figure 1.1: Marina District Sites Subject of the Proposed Amendments Showing Current Zones
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Figure 1.2: Subject Sites Showing Proposed Zones and Road Fabric
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Organization of the Report

The report is organized in five major sections. Following this Introduction, Section 2.0
describes the rationale underlying the proposed Amendments. Section 3.0 summarizes
studies and environmental compliance reviews prepared by the following consultants in
connection with the amendments:
•

BA Group regarding a Parking and Traffic Review

•

SCS Consulting Group Ltd. regarding Functional Servicing Compliance

•

Beacon Environmental, Golder Associates Ltd and Hutchinson Environmental
Sciences Ltd. regarding environmental compliance.

Conformity of the proposed Amendments with the Secondary Plan for the resort and the
larger planning framework is assessed in Section 4.0. Section 5.0 summarizes the
preceding work and concludes with the planning opinion that approving the requested
Zoning Bylaw Amendment application would implement good planning in the public
interest.

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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2.0
Rationale for the Amendments
The requested Amendments are sought to implement three initiatives intended to
enhance the resort experience and its presence in the marketplace:
•

A re-imagination of the user experience along the Marina Boardwalk;

•

A related refinement of building heights and design elements at each end of the
Boardwalk retail promenade; and

•

A concomitant ability to bring the new “Sunseeker” building proposed for Site A
to market and construction within the Zoning Bylaw’s Phase 2.

Each is expanded upon below to describe the rationale for the proposed Amendments.

2.1

Re-imagining the Boardwalk Area

The amendment to the ZBL is sought to implement a re-imagination of focal points,
activity nodes and spatial relationships along the Boardwalk in the resort’s Marina
District. Friday Harbour Resort Inc. retained the international resort and recreation
facility planning firm FORREC in 2020 to assess the resort’s recreational offerings and to
develop recommendations on optimizing the resort’s offerings and the user/visitor
experience. Their analysis considered physical relationships along the Boardwalk and
its major access routes.
As expressed in the graphical analysis presented in Figure 2.1, FORREC concluded that
the critical elements driving resort users first and ongoing impressions of the Marina
District are the arrival view down Sun Reef Avenue and the walking experience and its
views along the Marina edge. This led to the identification of the central “anchor” site
shown in the graphic, the identification of the end of the pier as a unique destination
setting, and a re-think of how to best use the undeveloped site at the “anchor” node –
Site B in Figure 1.1.
FORREC’s recommendations are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Their proposed changes to
built feature locations are to:
•

Move the single function amphitheatre site to an iconic multi-functional space at
the end of the pier. This relocation has occurred, with recent Site Plan Approval
for the structure illustrated in Figure 2.3 and construction in progress;

•

Move the Hotel site from Site A at the west end of the Boardwalk to Site B
adjacent the anchor node at the east end of the Boardwalk, and activate its
southern end with elements that will attract people and vitality;

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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•

Create better opportunities for more pedestrian and amenity space rather than
road space at the anchor node by removing the angled extension of Sun Reef
Avenue to Vandutch Way on the east side of the resort site, relying on the latter
roadway to carry traffic to and from the Beach Club area to the south; and

•

Bring Medium-High/High Density Resort Residential use to Site A, as designated
in the Secondary Plan.

These changes place the Hotel at the anchor node central to the two limbs of the
Boardwalk at Site B, with a stronger connection to the water. The Hotel use at Site A is
replaced by the proposed “Sunseeker” resort residential building. In combination with
programming of the pier and Boardwalk, these changes are expected to enhance
user/visitor enjoyment and engagement with the Boardwalk and waterfront.

Figure 2.1: FORREC Strategic Analysis of the Friday Harbour Boardwalk Area

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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Figure 2.2: FORREC Strategic Recommendations

Figure 2.3: Iconic Sail Structure for the Friday Harbour Pier
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Building Heights and Design

The proposed Amendments seek to modify Zoning Bylaw provisions regarding heights
for residential buildings and setbacks (here termed “stepbacks”) for the Hotel and
residential uses.
All of Site A is currently zoned to permit a six storey Hotel, on which basis the principle
of a six storey height in that location is already established as appropriate. The
requested 2 story minimum height for Site A is to permit the low-rise form proposed for
the east half of the site, which would otherwise be precluded by the HDRR3 zone’s four
storey minimum height provision.
The Hotel use now proposed for Site B maintains the six storey height permission
currently provided for as of right in the Resort Recreational Hotel Commercial (RRHC)
Zone.
The residential use for the northerly part of Site B is proposed with a maximum height of
five storeys in support of a stepping down in height from the Hotel use to the maximum
four storey residential forms permitted on lands to the west and northwest. A new High
Density Resort Residential 2-2 (HDRR2-2) Zone is requested for the northerly part of the
site to permit both the residential and Hotel uses. This is on the basis that it is both
appropriate for the Hotel use to extend into some part of that area, and premature to
define a hard boundary for the Hotel use. The approach for Site B provides an area
committed exclusively for the Hotel use while allowing flexibility to define the transition
between Hotel and residential footprints when the Hotel site requirement is known with
certainty.
2.2.1

Building Heights

There are several inter-related reasons for seeking the requested use and height
permissions for Sites A and B which are described below. Two teams of architects are
working on the two subject sites. The Rafael + Bigauskas Architects firm is responsible
for detailed design for Site A, subject of a parallel application for Site Plan Approval to
enable marketing in the summer of 2021. FORREC is engaged to prepare site studies to
confirm that Hotel and residential building elements can work in an optimal manner on
Site B. This work is expected to be refined through the site plan and building permit
process in concert with a committed operator.
Adoption of six storey forms at both ends of the Boardwalk effectively “bookends” the
most active part of that feature with pre-eminent buildings, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
The variety in height added by the proposed buildings also brings a more interesting
visual experience of the resort, consistent with its more “urban” main street evolution.

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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Figure 2.4: “Bookend” Buildings for the Boardwalk

Site A
For Site A, the axonometric view in Figure 2.5 shows four key characteristics of the
building design:
•

Maintenance of a two storey height maximum on the easterly side of the site to
preserve views to the marina basin from the “Aquarius” building to its north;

•

A north-south alignment for the mid-rise apartment forms, adopted to provide
view corridors to the marina basin for the “High Point” building to the north;

•

Positioning of the podium form and courtyard spaces to extend and optimize
engagement with the Boardwalk;

•

Utilization of stepbacks for storeys above the podium, and a “stepdown” to a
one story lobby at Baja Avenue across from the Boardwalk’s one storey retail
podium.

As noted above, the principal of a six story height for the site is already established by
the current Hotel height permission. In context, given the sloping grade from north to

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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the marina basin in the south, a six story building at Site A1 appears as effectively the
same height (1.97 metres higher for rooflines) as the four storey “High Point” building to
its immediate north (see Figure 2.6). The additional two stories balance site efficiency
and a design solution that optimizes views for adjacent buildings and provides a strong
bookend for the west end of the Boardwalk.
The cross sections show appropriate transitions to adjacent buildings, and the manner
in which the “Sunseeker” building would not be visible above the “High Point” building
to its north as viewed from Big Bay Point Road.

Figure 2.5: Axonometric View of the Proposed “Sunseeker” Building

1

As measured at its front face on the street to the north.

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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Figure 2.6: Cross-Sectional Views of the Proposed “Sunseeker” Mid-Rise Building at Site A
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Figure 2.7: Street Level View from the Boardwalk to the Proposed “Sunseeker” Mid-Rise
Buildings

Site B
The FORREC study work for Site B is presented in Figure 2.8. That work is intended to
test and confirm that a resort Hotel building with 200 rooms, 2,700 square metres of
conference space and a robust set of amenities can fit onto the site in a manner
providing strong connections to the water while providing Marina views for the
residential building to the north. As stated above, that work is expected to be refined
through detailed design in the site plan process in concert with the Hotel operator.
The study sketch in Figure 2.8 shows the Hotel and resort residential buildings in
context with the Boardwalk and the proposed six storey residential buildings to its
immediate south. The slope down from Vandutch Way to the marina basin establishes
the waterside lobby level as a “basement” level in accordance with the Zoning Bylaw.
The location of the Hotel is considered optimum and achieves several objectives:
•

Enables delivery of 200 hotel rooms and 2,700 square metres of conference
space;

•

Establishes the resort Hotel as the pre-eminent building in the resort, and the
anchor node as the central nexus on the marina waterfront; and

•

Provides a strong “bookend” to the Boardwalk’s commercial promenade.

Grade differences and design requirements do not enable the same “basement”
definition for a grade level floor elevation for the residential building to the north of the
Hotel. A five story elevation for that building hence stands as a “step down” from the
Hotel height, and a transitional height relative to those of the adjacent “Harbour Flats”
buildings to the west, and the maximum four storey height permission for 20 percent of
units in the North Village area to the northwest.

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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The cross sections presented in Figure 2.9 show appropriate transitions to adjacent
buildings. They also demonstrate how neither of the Hotel or residential buildings are
visible from the existing residential development along West Street to the east of the
Resort, and how both would be screened by the Open Space buffer and intervening
buildings along Big Bay Point Road. Both the permitted six storey height for the Hotel
and the requested five story height permission for a residential building on the north
part of Site B are considered appropriate design solutions for the site.
2.2.2

Building Stepbacks

Zoning Bylaw sections 4.5.4 c) (for the HDRR2 Zone) and 5.2.4 c) (for the RRHC Zone)
currently require that “Any storey above the fourth storey shall be setback a minimum of
1.5 m from the storey below.” Interpretation of this provision has not yet been required
by any previous site plan approval application at Friday Harbour, such that the
implications of a literal application of the requirement have not been explored to date.
Design work for the proposed new “Sunseeker” and Hotel buildings at Sites A and B
shows that a simplistic application of the requirement to every building face results in a
pyramidal building form that gets smaller and smaller with each successive floor above
a fourth storey.
The result is an unnecessarily regimented and unattractive building form with a floor
plate that becomes increasingly less efficient with height. A literal application of the
current stepback requirement also targets building faces that will have no significant
relevance to a street level or amenity space experience of a building’s apparent height
or massing.
The requested amendments propose two revisions to this bylaw provision – one as it
would apply to the “Sunseeker” building at Site A and one for the Hotel and residential
building forms at Site B.
The proposed revision for Site A reflects the design approach for the “Sunseeker”
building. That design applies a stepback above the two storey podium along the south,
west and north building faces. These complement the “podium with vertical walls
above” forms of the adjacent Harbour Flats buildings to the east and the “Aquarius”
building to the north (see Figures 2.7 and 2.8). The Amendment would modify the
current stepback provision to read “Any storey above the fourth storey shall be setback a
minimum of 1.5 m from the storey below For buildings over four storeys, a setback of
a minimum 1.5 m shall be provided at any storey above the second storey, on one
building face.”

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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Figure 2.8: Study Sketch of the Proposed Hotel and Residential Buildings from the Marina

The proposed revision for Site B would amend the stepback provision for the Hotel and
residential buildings to read “Any storey above the fourth storey shall be setback a
minimum of 1.5 m from the storey below, on one building face.”
Both Amendments would bring clarity to the requirement, permit an appropriate degree
of design flexibility for their respective contexts, and support a focus on those areas
where stepbacks would enhance the site user experience. Neither would alter the
Bylaw requirement for a 50 metre setback to adjacent off-site existing residential uses.

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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Figure 2.5: Cross-Sectional Sketch Views of the Proposed Hotel and Resort Residential Buildings at Site B
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Permitting the Sunseeker Building to Proceed within Phase 2

With reference to the “Sunseeker” building drawings provided at Figures 2.5 – 2.7, it is
evident that the building is one cohesive whole, incorporating both reduced height at its
eastern half and view corridors through the mid-rise forms at its western half, all linked
by interconnected hallways. Site grades promote one point of access to underground
parking, and one lower level parking area taking up the whole of the building footprint.
Given this “whole”, it is not feasible to split the marketing, financing, construction and
occupancy of the building’s approximately 250 units into two or more phases.
The resort residential unit phasing structure defined in the Resort Secondary Plan and
Zoning Bylaw describe the Phase thresholds set out below, where Phase 1 addressed
completion of the Resort’s signature amenities and other requirements:
Phase 1: Completion of the Resort’s Marina, Golf Course, Boardwalk, Beach Club, trails
and other enhancements in the Nature Preserve, extension of municipal water
and wastewater services, the iconic Friday Harbour Water Tower and the
enactment of the Big Bay Resort Act which established the legal framework for
the Resort Association
Phase 2: 1,350 resort residential units
Phase 3: 950 resort residential units
Balance: 300 resort residential units
The Phasing structure is implemented through the lifting of Hold (H) provisions on a
building block by block basis. Each lifting requires Phase-specific prerequisites to be
met, and confirmation that within-phase prerequisites (e.g., sufficient transportation
and parking infrastructure, site plan agreements) are also fulfilled on a block by block
basis. To date, the Holds have been lifted on blocks permitting construction of
approximately 1,250 units.
Releasing the Hold on Site A for the “Sunseeker” building would exceed the current
Phase 2 threshold of 1,350 units, requiring an amendment to permit the building to be
developed within Phase 2.
The onset of the COVID 19 pandemic has made it impossible to secure a commitment
from a Hotel operator, and there is no certainty about the timeline to better market
conditions. Amendments to the Phase 2 and 3 unit thresholds are therefor being sought
to ensure that the Resort can continue to evolve with new offerings while awaiting
recovery of the new hotel investment market. The proposed Phase thresholds would be
modified as follows:
Phase 2: 1,350 1,500 resort residential units
Phase 3: 950 800 resort residential units
Balance: 300 resort residential units
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There is no upside benefit to the Resort or the Town from a stop on further
development. Approval of the Amendment would:
•
•
•

Support further growth in the Resort’s critical mass and visitor utilization and its
momentum and success in the competitive marketplace;
Sustain the economic benefits to the Town and region generated by the
Resort’s construction; and
Support the additional retail space opening Spring/Summer 2021 on the
Boardwalk.

As described in Section 4.0, this Amendment conforms to Secondary Plan policy
contemplating and enabling the flexibility required to approve the requested phase
modifications.

Malone Given Parsons Ltd.
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3.0
Supporting Study Conclusions
3.1

Traffic, Parking and Roads Study

BA Group has assessed the requested Amendments in terms of their potential impacts
on parking, traffic flows and access to the resort areas south of Site B. Their analysis is
attached as Appendix 2. It concludes that the Amendments can be approved without
material impact to the fulfillment of parking requirements, to traffic flows around or
accessing the site, or to internal flows along Vandutch Way. BA Group confirms that the
planned parking supply will continue to exceed requirements

3.2

Servicing & Stormwater Management Reviews

SCS Consulting Group Ltd. has assessed the requested Amendments as they might
affect the servicing and stormwater management systems and outcomes described in
their approved Functional Servicing Report, Friday Harbour Resort, December 2017.
Their analysis is attached as Appendix 3. It concludes that the proposed zoning bylaw
Amendments can be accommodated by the approved servicing solutions, and will result
in no negative impacts with respect to water, sanitary and stormwater servicing
capacities.

3.3

Reviews of Environmental Compliance with Phasing
Prerequisites

The Resort Secondary Plan and Zoning Bylaw require assessment of any impacts to
environmental conditions within the resort and Lake Simcoe, and remediation of any
negative effects prior to release of a Hold on a next phase of development.
The Resort has a team of qualified consultants on retainer to monitor environmental
conditions on the Friday Harbour site and address any negative effects of construction:
•
•
•

Beacon Environmental, regarding natural heritage features and functions;
Golder Associates Ltd, regarding effects on existing wells; and
Hutchinson Environmental Sciences Ltd. regarding water quality within the
marina basin and Lake Simcoe.

Per their letters attached in Appendix 4, each has confirmed that construction to date
has not created any impacts to their respective areas of concern, such that the phasing
requirements for such confirmation have been fulfilled.
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4.0

Conformity of the Proposed
Amendments with the Planning
Framework
This section evaluates conformity of the proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendments with the
Resort Secondary Plan, the Town of Innisfil and Simcoe County Official Plans and
Provincial policy and plans.

4.1

Conformity with the Big Bay Point Resort Secondary Plan

Conformity with the Big Bay Point Resort Secondary Plan is addressed by first describing
the uses enabled in the Secondary Plan’s designations for the subject sites and the
manner in which the proposed zone changes are in conformity with the SP. The section
then reviews the Plan policies which expressly provide for flexibility in land use
designation boundaries, building heights and forms, and phasing thresholds. It
addresses conformity of the requested height and stepback Amendments, and of the
requested modification to the Phase 2/3 threshold definitions. Terms considered to be
particularly relevant to testing conformity are emphasised in bold text. The Plan’s
designations for the respective sites are shown on Figure 4.1.
4.1.1

Site A

Site A has the following three designations:
• Resort Commercial, enabling High Density Resort Residential as well as
commercial uses;
• High Density Resort Residential, enabling apartment and stacked townhouse
forms; and
• Medium High Density Resort Residential, enabling townhouse, stacked
townhouse and apartment forms
The site is currently zoned Resort Recreational Hotel Commercial (RRHC) Hotel,
permitting Hotel, conference facilities or a resort recreational establishment with
heights up to six storeys.
The replacement of the Hotel’s RRHC Zone with a High Density Resort Residential 3
(HDRR3) Zone conforms with the site’s designations.
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Figure 4.1: Secondary Plan Designations at Sites A and B

The retention of the current six storey height permission at Site A for the residential
“Sunseeker” building conforms to the SP’s policy 11.6 “shall generally comply”
language regarding building heights (see below). This language allows flexibility rather
than strict adherence in determining appropriate heights. The massing, cross-sectional
and street-level views of building heights presented in Section 2.0 show that the six
storey height fits within the context of the Boardwalk and the buildings to the north and
east in a constructive and non-intrusive manner. The principle of that height being
appropriate in that location is already established by the RRHC Zone.
4.1.2

Site B

Site B encompasses two designations:
• Resort Theatre; and
• High Density Resort Residential
Relocation of the Hotel use to Site B is facilitated by the moving of the Theatre use to
the Pier, and an expansion of the adjacent Resort Commercial designation. The latter
enables the requested Resort Recreational Hotel Commercial (RRHC1) Zone which
permits the Hotel use. The High Density Resort Residential 2-2 (HDRR2-2) Zone
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requested for the northerly part of the site conforms to the Secondary Plan’s High
Density Resort Residential designation. The ZBLA also seeks to implement an
alternative road structure to provide a greater pedestrian focus in this anchor area on
the Boardwalk. It would remove the diagonal connection from Sunreef Avenue to
Vandutch Way, using the latter’s connection to Sea Ray Avenue to maintain access to
lands to the south. No amendment to the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw is required.
The relocation of the Hotel permission is viewed as being in conformity with the
Secondary Plan based on:
•

The Resort Commercial designation logically applying “under” the now relocated
Theatre designation, as based on Resort Structure policy 8.5.4 d) for the Marina
District stating that “Resort Commercial uses shall be concentrated along the
northern and eastern edges of the marina basin”, and that the designation would
be continuous but for the Theatre “overlay” (see Figure 4.1); and

•

The thesis that expanding the Resort Commercial designation to the lands
designated High Density Residential to the north would be a minor boundary
adjustment in conformity with policy 6.1 (see below).

The principle of a six storey height permission being appropriate in this part of the
Marina District is already established on the lands designated Resort Commercial south
of the proposed Hotel site at Site B.
The studies of building heights presented in Section 2.0 show that the six storey height
for the Hotel and five storeys for the residential building to its north fit within the context
of the Boardwalk and surrounding buildings in a constructive and non-intrusive manner.
These height relationships parallel those at Site A, where the six storey height is
permitted across the street from the four storey apartment forms to the east and north.
The proposed five storey height for the resort residential building at Site B further serves
to maximize potential views to the marina and lake for its upper floor occupants, and an
appropriate stepping down to built forms on adjacent lands to the west, northwest and
north.
4.1.3

Policies Supporting Flexibility in Designation Boundaries

The Secondary Plan recognizes that development plans evolve over time. The SP’s Land
Use Policies (Section 6.0) and its policy on Boundaries (Section 14.3) define and
illustrate the flexibility inherent in the Secondary Plan regarding land use designation
boundaries and resort recreational uses within the Marina Village District. Policies 6.1
b) and 6.7 a) are particularly relevant. The first speaks to adjustments in the pattern of
land use, the second highlights flexibility in the locations of uses in the land use
structure – if the Resort Theatre location can move, so too would other uses to occupy
its original site.
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Policy 6.1 b) under General [Land Use Policies] states:
The pattern of land use shown on Schedule ‘O’ may be adjusted in
the plan of subdivision, plan of condominium or site plan approval
processes, to take into account preservation of cultural heritage
resources, significant heritage features, detailed design of land use
relationships and street patterns, as long as the intent of the plan
is maintained. Minor variation of land use designation boundaries
shall not require an amendment to the Secondary Plan provided the
intent of the Plan is maintained.
The boundaries of the
Environmental Protection Area shall not be modified except as
provided for by this Plan. [emphasis added]
Policy 6.7 a) under Resort Theatre Uses states:
The area designated as Resort Theatre as shown on Schedule ‘O’ shall
function as a publicly accessible venue for live performance theatre
and concert uses. The location of the Theatre designation shown on
Schedule ‘O’ may be modified to other locations in the Marina
Village District as shown on Schedule ‘N’ [Resort Structure] without
amendment to this Plan. [emphasis added]
The Secondary Plan’s Section 14.0 Interpretation policies address flexibility in both
boundaries and road locations under Boundaries in policy 14.3 a):
The boundaries between land use designations identified on
Schedule ‘O’, and the location of Roads and Lanes on Schedule ‘P’
shall be considered approximate. Minor adjustments to these
boundaries shall not require an amendment to this Plan provided
the general intent of the Secondary plan is maintained. [emphasis
added]
The intent of the Secondary Plan is interpreted by reference to policies under its Section
4.0 Goals, Objectives and Principles:
Under Goals at Section 4.2 a), the Plan states its first goal as being:
To provide a policy framework and direction for land use planning to
guide the creation and future development of a new, compact,
pedestrian-oriented resort in the Secondary Plan Area with a mix
of resort residential, recreational, cultural, commercial and civic
uses… . [emphasis added]
Land Use Objectives are set out as being:
To create a balanced, pedestrian-oriented resort community
comprised of functionally specialized districts that provide
opportunities for a variety of resort recreational accommodation,
resort recreational amenities, a Golf Course and marina, resort-
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related retail and service commercial uses, cultural uses, civicoriented facilities and natural heritage protection. (4.3.1 a)) [emphasis
added]
To focus the development of the resort around the key recreational
amenities of the Resort Marina and other resort amenities such as
a resort recreation centre, Hotel(s), spa, conference facilities and
the Golf Course. (4.3.1 g)) [emphasis added]
Resort Commercial Development Objectives at Section 4.3.4 b) are described as being:
To provide locations for Hotel(s) and conference/meeting facilities
within the Secondary Plan Area that are functional and accessible to
the Resort Marina, Golf Course and retail and service commercial
uses. [emphasis added]
The Resort Structure Policies for the Marina District at Section 5.4 describe the Plan’s
intentions regarding the distribution of density and commercial uses:
Densities shall vary throughout the Resort Residential areas with the
highest densities generally occurring within proximity to the Resort
Marina and Resort Commercial uses. (5.4 c)) [emphasis added]
The primary area of Resort Commercial uses shall be concentrated
along the northern and eastern edges of the marina basin to serve
resort owners, renters, visitors to the resort and the general public. (5.4
d)) [emphasis added]
Given this framework, and recalling that the requested amendments result in an
incrementally small increase in the extent of development lands with height
permissions greater than four storeys (Figures 2.5 and 2.6), it is my opinion that the
boundary adjustment supporting the requested Amendments is minor in extent. The
Amendments maintain the intent of the SP in that they:
•

Maintain the compact, pedestrian-oriented form of the resort and its mix of
uses, conforming to policy 4.2 a)

•

Continue to provide the same opportunities for a variety of resort functions and
facilities focussed on the resort marina, conforming to policies under 4.3.1

•

Continue to provide a functional and accessible location for the proposed Hotel,
conforming to policy 4.3.4 b)

•

Continue to locate highest densities within proximity to the Resort Marina and
Resort Commercial uses, conforming to policy 5.4 c)

•

Continue to concentrate Resort Commercial uses along the northern and
eastern edges of the marina basin, conforming to policy 5.4 d).
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On this basis it is my opinion that the requested Amendments to Zoning Bylaw 029-05
are minor, maintain the intent of the Secondary Plan and conform to its policies.
4.1.4

Policies Supporting Flexibility in Height and Stepback Provisions

The Resort Secondary Plan policies regarding height and its treatments are also
expressed in permissive terms. The SP’s Urban Design Section 11 addresses Building
Heights at 11.6 a:
Buildings erected in the following land use designations, as shown on
Schedule ‘O’ shall generally comply with the following height
provisions [emphasis added]:
iii) High Density Residential – a range of 2 to 4 storeys
v) Hotel Use – range of 2 to 6 storeys
The SP’s guidance regarding implementation of height provisions in the Zoning Bylaw at
policy 11.7 e) states:
Implementing zoning by-laws for this Secondary Plan Area shall
establish consistent relationships between buildings and their
associated unit or property limits and establish building heights that
are generally consistent with those set out in Section 11.6.
The requested permissions for the five and six storey heights for residential
buildings at Sites B and A respectively are in keeping with those already in place
for the HDRR2-1 Zone to the immediate south of Site B, and with the principle
already established at Site A. As confirmed by the massing, cross-sectional and
street-level views of building heights at these sites as presented in Section 2.0,
these heights fit within their respective contexts in a constructive and nonintrusive manner.
The requested permission for a two storey height minimum for Site A conforms
to the SP’s stated minimum for High Density Resort Residential buildings in
policy 11.6 a) iii).
It is therefor my opinion that the requested height permissions are consistent
with established height precedents and principles and conform to the
Secondary Plan.
Regarding stepbacks, the Zoning Bylaw requirement that “Any storey above the fourth
storey shall be setback a minimum of 1.5 m from the storey below” is considered overly
rigid or simplistic and does not implement any specific requirement in the Secondary
Plan. The requested amendments to the ZBL provision to read “Any storey above the
fourth storey shall be setback a minimum of 1.5 m from the storey below For buildings
over four storeys, a setback of a minimum 1.5 m shall be provided at any storey
above the second storey, on one building face.” for the “Sunseeker” building at Site A
and “Any storey above the fourth storey shall be setback a minimum of 1.5 m from the
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storey below, on one building face.” for Site B raise no conformity issue with the
Secondary Plan and are considered an appropriate response to the sites’ respective
contexts.
It is therefor my opinion that this amendment also conforms to the Resort Secondary
Plan.
4.1.5

Policy Supporting Flexibility in Phase Threshold Definitions

As introduced in Section 2.0, both the Resort Secondary Plan and the Zoning Bylaw
define a phasing program where-in the Resort’s Phase 2 is defined as having a 1,350
unit threshold, with permission for 950 units in Phase 3. To date, approximately 1,250
units have had their Zoning Bylaw Holds lifted. Release of the “Sunseeker” building’s
250 units would bring that total to 1,500 units. Given that this figure exceeds 1,350
units, an amendment to the Phase 2 threshold is required to permit the “Sunseeker”
building to proceed. Modifying this threshold is both contemplated and enabled in
policy 13.2 j) in the Resort Secondary Plan:
13.2 j) To achieve this development phasing approach, the Town shall
ensure through the use of holding provisions in the zoning by-law that the
phasing of development in the Secondary Plan Area shall occur
sequentially and generally as described in the Development Phasing
policies of this plan. Residential development associated with any Phase
after Phase 2 shall not be approved by the Town until full building permits
have been issued for a minimum of 75% of the resort residential units in
the preceding phase, and required non-residential components of the
preceding Phase, including the Recreation Centre(s), Grade-related Retail
and Service Commercial floorspace, pedestrian trails and bicycle
pathways, and a Hotel(s) and Conference facilities in accordance with
policy 8.13.2 e), have been constructed. Minor alterations to the phasing
of development shall be permitted through agreements between the
proponent of development and the Town without amendment to this
Secondary Plan, and shall ensure that the necessary servicing
infrastructure and servicing capacity allocation for those uses is available
[emphasis added].
Permitting the “Sunseeker” building’s ~250 units within Phase 2 can be implemented by
amending the ZBL’s Holding Provisions in sections 8.1(b) and (d) such that they
respectively refer to 1,350 1,500 and 950 800.resort residential units (see the proposed
form of Zoning Bylaw Amendment attached).
In the context of the overall 2,600 residential unit permission for the Resort, the
additional 150 unit permission for Phase 2 would represent less than a 6% shift in the
Phase2/3 thresholds. The scale of the required shift conforms to the permission for
“minor alteration” to phasing without the need for amendment to the Secondary Plan as
enabled by the Secondary Plan.
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The shift should be considered in the context of the current and foreseeable market for
new Hotel commitments, the progress the Resort has made towards putting in place a
rich set of amenities, and its fulfillment or surpassing of Phase 2 requirements. This
includes:
•

Sewage conveyance and treatment capacity, and water supply capacity have
been confirmed for any combination of resort residential units and Hotel rooms
totaling 2,000 units/rooms [This status is incorporated into a proposed
amendment to the Zoning Bylaw’s section 8.1(d)i, per the proposed form of ZBLA
attached.];

•

Full building permits have been issued for roughly 1,150 units/85% of the current
Phase 2 unit threshold;

•

Roughly 12,770 square metres of grade-related retail and service commercial
space has been constructed including more than 5,500 square metres of leased
indoor space, well over and above the requirements for 8,000 square metres of
indoor and or outdoor area including 4,000 square metres of indoor leased space;

•

Roughly 17,400 square metres of indoor and outdoor recreational facility space
will have been completed with the opening of the Lake Club this May/June, again
well over and above the Secondary Plan requirement for a minimum of 3,000
square metres of space;

•

All road, trail and bicycle networks and Open Space uses accommodating Phase
2 requirements are built;

•

Parking supply sufficient to support the current ZBLA applications has been
confirmed;

•

The Resort’s road network and intersections functions in support of the current
ZBLA applications have been confirmed as operating within acceptable
parameters;

•

No improvements to the intersection of the 13th Line and Friday Harbour Drive are
required, and although not required at this time, construction of a roundabout at
Big Bay Point Road and the 13th Line is being advanced;

•

A Site Plan Agreement will be entered into commensurate with approvals for the
“Sunseeker” building;

•

There are no impacts to existing wells, Lake Simcoe and marina water quality or
to natural heritage features and functions that would require remedy;

•

Preparation of a Resort Amenity Master Plan is underway;

•

All Resort lands continue to be designated as resort lands under the Big Bay
Resort Association Act, with all Resort residential unit owners required to be
members in good standing of the Big Bay Resort Association operating as the
Friday Harbour RA, and all required notice is being provided to new unit
purchasers.
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The following additional amenities /services will be available in concert with the units
proposed to be added to Phase 2:
•

The Amphitheatre on the Pier, opening this July will be available to host
private/corporate meetings, receptions and other functions.
This is an
approximately 805 square metre space including washroom and bar buildings;

•

A Resort-operated rental program supporting daily, short term and seasonal
resort residential unit rentals has been committed to be in place by December 31
2021 and is in progress;

•

With the opening of the Lake Club this May/June, the Beach Club will also become
available to host private/corporate meetings, receptions and other functions.

On this basis and in the context of the current pandemic and the uncertain timeline to a
return to “normal”, the requested amendments are in my opinion reasonable and
appropriate, minor, and in conformity with the Resort Secondary Plan.
Given the choice between allowing the “Sunseeker” building to proceed as proposed or
putting an indeterminate hold on further construction, it is my opinion that the Resort,
Town and greater public interests are better served by approving the requested
Amendments to the Zoning Bylaw’s phasing provisions.

4.2

Conformity with Town of Innisfil and Simcoe County Official
Plans

The Town of Innisfil’s new “Our Place” Official Plan (“Town OP”) positions Friday
Harbour Resort as unique in the Town, with its own “Resort Recreational” designation
and standalone Resort Secondary Plan. There are no contextual policies in the Town OP
applicable to the requested Amendments. Insofar as these Amendments conform to
the Secondary Plan, they conform to the Town’s Official Plan.
Similarly, the Simcoe County Official Plan includes the Resort Secondary Plan lands
under a unique “Special Development Area: Big Bay Point” designation. Policies outline
in general terms the resort elements to be implemented through the Town OP and do
not address such specifics as hotel or residential locations, unit phasing or building
heights or setbacks.
Insofar as they conform to the Secondary Plan and continue to meet the objectives of
the Town and County Official Plans, the requested Zoning Bylaw Amendments conform
to both the Town and County level Official Plans.

4.3

Consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement

The Provincial Policy Statement (2020) (“PPS”) provides long-term guidance for the
development of livable and healthy communities. All planning decisions in Ontario
“shall be consistent with” the policies of the PPS. Development of Friday Harbour
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Resort has been approved as being consistent with the PPS on several occasions.
Approval of the requested Amendments will continue to support the Resort’s
contributions to fulfilling PPS policies, including:
•

Rural Lands in Municipalities policy 1.1.5.3 which states “Recreational, tourism
and other economic opportunities should be promoted.”

•

Long Term Economic Prosperity policy 1.7.1 which states “Long-term economic
prosperity should be supported by: …g) providing opportunities for sustainable
tourism development.”

Further development at Friday Harbour as permitted by the requested Amendments will
in my opinion continue to be consistent with the PPS

4.4

Conformity/No Conflict with Provincial Plans

Development of Friday Harbour Resort has already been approved in conformity
with the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe in 2007, 2018 and
2020.
With reference to the Growth Plan’s land use and policy structure, Friday
Harbour Resort is in the Rural Area. For lands in Rural Areas the Growth Plan
permits development of resource-based recreational uses per its Policy 2.2.9.3.
Where permitted on rural lands, the Growth Plan directs that resource-based
recreational uses should be limited to tourism-related and recreational uses
that are compatible with the scale, character, and capacity of the resource and
the surrounding rural landscape, which includes commercial uses to serve
visitors and, as already permitted, recreational dwellings for seasonal
accommodation (Policy 2.2.9.4). The Friday Harbour Resort’s prior approvals
confirm conformity with these policies.
The proposed Amendments will not alter the character of the Resort or potential
utilization of recreational capacity on the resort site or the surrounding
landscape. In my opinion they will not alter the established conformity with
policies 2.2.9.3 and 2.2.9.4.
Friday Harbour Resort is outside of the Agricultural Area and all Key Natural
Heritage/Hydrologic Feature lands within the Natural Heritage System are
protected and designated as an Environmental Protection Area. No
development is proposed in the Environmental Protection Area as a result of the
requested Amendments.
The Growth Plan’s Chapter 6 defines policies specific to the Simcoe [County] Sub-area,
primarily to direct a significant amount of growth to Primary Settlement Areas and
Strategic Settlement Employment Areas. Since the proposed Amendments do not
contemplate any new growth, these policies are not applicable.
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In my opinion the proposed Amendments continue to conform and pose no conflict with
the Growth Plan.
The Lake Simcoe Protection Plan (“LSPP”) is a watershed-based plan approved under
the authority of the Lake Simcoe Protection Act. It establishes policies aimed at
improving the water quality of Lake Simcoe, protecting the watershed’s natural heritage
services, and managing the effects of climate change and the impacts of invasive
species. Decisions under the Planning Act are required to conform to the designated
policies and have regard to the other policies in the LSPP.
Friday Harbour is located within the regulated area of the LSPP. Prior approvals of
OPA’s 1 and 2 to the Resort Secondary Plan established resort development conformity
with the LSPP. The proposed Amendments propose a re-distribution of permitted
development and will not alter utilization of resort or Town infrastructure capacities or
potential impacts to water quality. The requested Amendments do not alter anything
relevant to the LSPP and in my opinion maintain conformity and pose no conflict with it.

4.5

Summary Planning Opinion

The preceding analysis concludes that the requested zoning by-law amendments
conform to the requirements and objectives of the Secondary Plan and will enhance the
resort experience without negative impact to transportation functions or infrastructure
systems and capacities. They also conform to or are consistent with higher level Town,
County and Provincial level Plan and policy instruments. It is therefore my opinion that
approval of the amendments represents good planning in conformity with the larger
planning framework. Given the public interest inherent in sustaining development of a
vibrant resort at Friday Harbour it is my opinion that that interest is also well served by
approval of the requested Zoning By-law Amendments.
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Summary and Conclusions

The subject application seeks to amend Zoning Bylaw 029-05 to:
•

Relocate the Resort Hotel site and zone from the west end of the Boardwalk
(“Site A” in Figure 1) to its northeast corner (“Site B”);

•

At Site A, apply a High Density Resort Residential 3-1 (HDRR3-1) Zone to permit
the ~250 unit “Sunseeker” building, with a minimum height of two storeys and
a maximum height of six storeys;

•

At Site B, apply the Resort Recreational Hotel Commercial (RRHC) Zone to the
southerly part of the site to permit the six storey Hotel use, and a High Density
Resort Residential 2-2 (HDRR2-2) Zone to permit both Hotel and mid-rise
resort residential apartment uses on the northerly part of the site, with a height
permission for six storeys for the Hotel and five storeys for the resort residential
use;

•

Permit the “Sunseeker” building’s ~250 units to be developed within Phase 2
by modifying the Zoning Bylaw’s Phase 2/3 thresholds to 1,500 and 800 units
respectively; and

•

Modify building setback requirements at Sites A and B to allow more flexibility
in addressing differing site contexts.

The amendments are intended to permit the Resort offering to continue to evolve and
grow while the hospitality sector recovers from the impact of the COVID 19 pandemic.
While the Resort continues to actively pursue a Hotel operator, there is no near term
prospect of that being realized. Approval would enable the Resort’s continued success
in the marketplace and allow its significant construction and utilization-driven benefits
to continue to be delivered to the Town.
This planning opinion report has described the rationale for the requested Amendments,
and their potential impacts on the resort user’s experience and parking, traffic and
servicing capacities. It has evaluated the extent to which they conform to the planning
instruments and further the objectives of those instruments. The requested Zoning
Bylaw Amendments represent minor variations in the Secondary Plan’s designation
boundaries, minor alterations to its phasing provisions, and maintain the Plan’s intent.
The report concludes that approval of the requested Amendments to Zoning Bylaw 02905 and the development forms it would permit can proceed with out impact to resort
users and infrastructure, conforms to the Town Official Plan including the Resort
Secondary Plan, and with County and Provincial Plans, is consistent with Provincial
Policy Statement and represents good planning in the public interest. The Amendments
are hence recommended for approval by Council of the Town of Innisfil.
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